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Introduction
With the major success of deep learning in recent years on major computer vision tasks, such as image classification [23, 46, 51, 52] , object detection [16, 10, 15, 35] , pose estimation [57, 34, 20, 32] , or semantic segmentation [26, 36, 1, 4, 62] , both network sizes and the amount of data required to train these networks has grown significantly. This has directly led to a drastic increase in the costs associated with acquiring sufficient amounts of highquality ground truth data, posing severe constraints on the applicability of deep learning techniques in real-world applications. Active learning is a promising research avenue to reduce the costs associated with labeling. The core idea is that the system being trained actively selects samples according to a policy and queries their labels; this can lead to machine learning models that are trained with only a fraction of the data while yielding similar performance. Uncertainty sampling is one of the most popular strategies in active learning to determine which samples to request labels for [56, 14, 2, 27, 21, 53, 50] . Here, the model prefers samples it is most unsure about, based on an uncertainty measure, in order to maximize model improvement. Existing uncertainty sampling techniques almost exclusively operate on single images, which is surprising since many consumerfacing applications, such as robots, phones, or headsets, use video streams or multi-view data coming from 3D environments. As a consequence, geometric constraints inherently present in the real world are largely ignored, but we believe these are particularly interesting for examining the quality of network predictions; i.e., the same surface point in a scene should receive the same label when observed from different view points.
Views
Predictions floor chair furniture objects Figure 2 : Inconsistencies in segmentations for 2 views of the same object (furniture). While in the first view the object is predicted to be furniture, in the second view it is predicted to be a chair.
In this work, we propose to exploit these constraints in a novel view-consistency-based uncertainty measure. More specifically, we propose a new viewpoint entropy formulation which is based on the variance of predicted score functions across multiple observations. If predictions for a given (unlabeled) object differ across views, we assume faulty network predictions; we then strive to obtain labels for the most uncertain data samples. In addition, we propose uncertainty computations on a superpixel level, which exploits inherently localized signal in segmentation tasks, directly lowering the annotation costs. This combination of viewpoint entropy and the use of superpixels allows efficient selection of samples that are highly informative for improving the network. Finally, we leverage sampling-based measures such as Monte Carlo (MC) dropout [14] , and we show that in conjunction with these measures, we can further improve performance. In summary, our contributions are:
• A novel active learning strategy for semantic segmentation that estimates model uncertainty-based on inconsistency of predictions across views, which we refer to as viewpoint entropy.
• A most informative view criteria based on KL divergence of prediction probability distributions across views.
• A superpixel-based scoring and label acquisition method that reduces the labeling effort while preserving annotation quality.
Related Work
In this section, we will first touch upon the classic literature and then later introduce some recent DNN-based active learning approaches.
A thorough review of classical literature on active learning can be found in Settles et al. [47] . As described in [60], given a pool of unlabeled data, there are three major ways to select the next batch to be labeled: uncertainty-based approaches, diversity-based approaches, and expected model change. In uncertainty-based approaches, the learning algorithm queries for samples it is most unsure about. For a probabilistic model in a binary classification problem, this would mean simply choosing the samples whose posterior probability of being positive is nearest to 0.5 [25, 24] . For more than two classes, entropy can be used as an uncertainty measure [48, 19] . A simpler way is to select instances with the least confident posterior probabilities [48] . Another strategy could be to choose samples for which the most probable label and second most probable label have least difference in prediction confidence [21, 37] . Yet another uncertainty-based approach is querying by committee where a committee of multiple models is trained on the labeled data, and unlabeled samples with least consensus are selected for labeling [50, 28] .
Uncertainty-based approaches can be prone to querying outliers. In contrast, diversity-based approaches are designed around the idea that informative instances should be representative of the input distribution. Nguyen et. al [33] and Xu et al. [58] use clustering for querying batches. The last method of expected model change [49, 12, 22, 55] queries samples that would change the current model most if their labels were known. It has been successful for small models but has seen little success with deep neural networks because of computational complexity involved.
Quite a lot of the uncertainty-based approaches can be directly used with deep neural networks. Softmax proba-bilities have been used for obtaining confidence, margin, and entropy measures for uncertainty [56] . Gal et al. [14] use multiple forward passes with dropout at inference time (Monte Carlo dropout) to obtain better uncertainty estimates. Ensemble methods [2, 6] have also been used to improve upon uncertainty estimates, however, these can be heavy in terms of memory and compute requirements. The loss learning approach introduced in [60] can also be categorized as an uncertainty approach. Sener et al. [44] propose a diversity-based approach, which formulates active learning as core-set selection -choosing a set of points such that a model learned over the selected subset is competitive for the remaining data points. Yang et al.
[59] present a hybrid approach, using both uncertainty and diversity signals.
They utilize uncertainty and similarity information from a DNN and formulate sample selection as generalized version of the maximum set cover problem to determine the most representative and uncertain areas for annotation.
While most of these methods [56, 2, 44] have been verified on classificaion tasks, they can be easily adapted to target segmentation. Active learning for semantic segmentation with deep neural networks has been specifically investigated in [27, 59, 17] . In [27] , the authors use a regional selection approach with cost estimates that combine network uncertainty via MC dropout [13] with an effort estimate regressed from ground-truth annotation click patterns. View consistency for active learning for segmentation has not been investigated to the best of our knowledge. The work of [31] comes close to ours in spirit, in which the authors investigate the effect of using multiple disjoint features (views), each of which describe the target concept. They show the effectiveness of using multiple views in active learning for domains like web page classification, advertisement removal, and discourse tree parsing. The work is extended in [61] for image classification tasks with simple models.
Method
As illustrated in Fig. 3 , the proposed method consists of four main steps, namely training the network on the current set of labeled data, estimating the model uncertainty on the unlabeled part of the data, selecting which super pixels to request labels for, and finally obtaining annotations. This series of steps is repeated until the labeling budget is reached or all the data labeled. We now describe these steps in more detail.
Network Training
We start by training a semantic segmentation network to convergence using currently labeled dataset D L . Initially, D L is a small randomly selected subset of the dataset for which ground truth has been obtained. Figure 3 : Method overview: in each round of active selection, we first train a semantic segmentation network on the existing labeled data. We then use the trained network to compute a view entropy score and a view divergence score for each unlabeled superpixel. We then select a batch of superpixels based on these scores, and finally request their respective labels from the oracle. The process is repeated until the labeling budget is exhausted or all the training data is labeled.
In theory, any semantic segmentation network can be used. We choose DeepLabv3+ [5] with MobileNetv2 [40] as the backbone. We make this choice as DeepLabv3+ is one of the top performing segmentation networks on popular semantic segmentation benchmarks [11, 7] , and when combined with the MobileNetv2 backbone, it allows fast training, inference at low memory consumption.
The MobileNetv2 backbone is initialized with weights from a model that was pre-trained on the ILSVRC 1000-class classification task [38] . The rest of the layers use Kaiming initialization [18] . To prevent overfitting, we use blur, random crop, random flip, and Gaussian noise as data augmentations.
Uncertainty Scoring
Once the network is trained on D L , our active learning method aims at predicting which samples from the unlabeled part of this dataset, D U , are the most likely to be the most informative to the current state of the network. To this end, we introduce a new sample selection policy based on view entropy and view divergence scores which we review Images . . .
MC Dropout

Cross Projection
Class Probability Maps . . . Figure 4 : Computation of the view entropy and the view divergence scores. For each unlabeled superpixel in the dataset, we perform MC dropout [13] using 20 runs of dropout and average them to obtain class-probability maps. Next, we back-project each pixel and their associated class-probability distribution to 3D, and re-project all of these to the unlabeled superpixel, effectively providing multiple class-probability predictions per pixel. We then define the view entropy score as the entropy of the average class-probability distribution at each pixel. The view divergence corresponds to the average pairwise KL divergence between the class-distribution at any given pixel and the class-distributions projected at that pixel, effectively capturing the amount of agreement between the prediction in the current view with the prediction coming from other viewpoints. Finally, a view divergence score and a view entropy score is associated with each unlabeled superpixel by averaging the view divergence score and view entropy score of all the pixels they contain. now. Fig. 4 provides an overview of these two new scoring mechanisms.
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In a nutshell, the proposed view entropy score aims at estimating which objects are consistently predicted the same way, irrespective of the observation viewpoint. For each image, we first calculate its pixel-wise class probability maps using the segmentation network. To make the probability estimates more robust to changes in the input, we use the MC dropout method [13] . The probability for a pixel at position (u, v) in image I i to belong to class c is given by
where D is the number of test time dropout runs of the segmentation network, and P
is the softmax probability of pixel (u, v) belonging to class c in the MC dropout run d.
Next, using pose and depth information, all the pixels from the dataset and their associated probability distribution are back-projected to 3D, and projected onto all images. Each pixel (u, v) in image I i is now associated with a set of probability distributions Ω (u,v) i , each coming from a different view;
can then be calculated as
which can be seen as marginalizing the prediction probabilities over the observation viewpoints. Finally, the view entropy score VE Pixels that are in correspondence hold the same view entropy score (b), since this score corresponds to a measure computed on the average class-probability of coming from all the pixels in correspondence. We then use the view divergence (c) to define which is the most disagreeing view, and send it to the oracle for annotation.
predictions about a particular 3D point observed in other views differ from the corresponding prediction in the current image. The view divergence score VD
. A high view divergence score implies that on average, the prediction in the current view is significantly different to the predictions coming from other views ( Fig. 5 ).
Region Selection
To exploit the structure and locality in semantic segmentation masks, we argue for selecting regions to be labeled instead of whole images. In particular, we opt for using superpixels since they are most of the time associated with a single object-class and therefore lightweight to label for the annotator. Fixed sized rectangular regions would have been another option, but most of the time contain more than one object-class, leading to more effort for the annotator to precisely delineate the boundary between objects. Our implementation uses the SEEDS [54] algorithm for superpixel computation.
For each superpixel r, the two scores VE r i and VD r i are computed as average of the view entropy and view divergence of all the pixels in r
with |r| is the number of pixels in superpixel r. Our strategy to select the next superpixel to label consists of two steps. First, we look for the superpixel r from image I i that has the highest view entropy:
Then, we identify the set of superpixels in the dataset whose cross-projection overlap is at least with 50% of (i, r), including self, and denote this set as S . We then look for the superpixel from S that has the highest view divergence as:
All the superpixels in S are then removed from further selection considerations. This selection process is repeated until we select superpixels equivalent to the requested K images.
Label Acquisition
Next, we acquire labels for superpixels selected in Section 3.3. Instead of using a real annotator, we simulate annotation by using the ground truth annotation of the superpixels as the annotation from the oracle. These labeled regions are then added to the labeled dataset and removed from the unlabeled dataset. The labeled dataset therefore is comprised of a lot of images, each with a subset of their superpixels labeled. The unlabeled superpixels of these images are marked with the ignore label (Fig. 6) .
The active selection iteration concludes with the retraining of the network with the updated dataset D L from scratch.
Results
Datasets and Experimental Settings
We evaluate our approach on three public datasets, SceneNet-RGBD [30, 29] , ScanNet [9] , and Matter-port3D [3] . All datasets have a large number of RGBD frames across indoor scenes along with their semantic annotations. SceneNet-RGBD is a synthetic dataset containing large-scale photorealistic renderings of indoor scene trajectories. ScanNet contains around 2.5M views in 1513 real indoor scenes. Matterport3D has around 200K RGBD views Figure 6 : Label acquisition. We ask the oracle to label only the superpixels selected by our method (marked red in (b)). The remaining superpixels of the ground-truth map, shown in black in (c), are marked with the ignore label.
for 90 real building-scale scenes. We use a subset of images (72290, 23750, and 25761 for SceneNet-RGBD, ScanNet, and Matterport3D, respectively), since active learning iterations on the entire datasets would be too expensive in terms of compute. Further, we resize all images to a resolution of 320 × 240 pixels. We refer to appendix A for statistics of dataset subsets. We use the official train/test scene splits for training and evaluation for ScanNet and Matter-port3D. For SceneNet-RGBD, as train set, we use every tenth frame from 5 of the 17 training splits, and for validation, every 10th frame from the validation split. The seed set is initialized with fully annotated 1.5% of training images that are randomly selected from the unlabeled dataset. For ScanNet and Matterport3D, the mIoU is reported on the test set on convergence. For SceneNet, we report the mIoU on the validation set, since a public test set is not available. The model is considered converged when the mIoU of the model does not increase within 20 epochs on the validation set. For ScanNet and Matterport3D the networks are trained with SGD with an initial learning rate of 0.01, while for SceneNet-RGBD we use a learning rate of 0.005. The learning rate is decayed on the 40th epoch to 0.1 times its original value. Further, we set momentum to 0.9, and weight decay penalty to 0.0005.
Comparisons against Active Learning Methods
We compare our method against 9 other active selection strategies. These include random selection (RAND), softmax margin (MAR) [21, 37, 56] , softmax confidence [48, 56] (CONF), softmax entropy [19, 56] (ENT), MC dropout entropy [14] (MCDR), Core-set selection [44] (CSET), maximum representativeness [59] (MREP), CEAL entropy [56] (CEAL), and regional MC dropout entropy [27] (RMCDR). For all methods, we use the same segmentation network (DeepLabv3+ [5] ); we also use the same random seed during sample selections for a fair comparison. At the end of each active iteration, the active selection algorithm chooses the next K samples to be labeled (K = 1500, 1250, and 1000 for SceneNet-RGBD, ScanNet and Matterport3D, respectively). We use 40 superpixels per image in our method and a window size of 40 × 40 in the case of RMCDR. For further details, refer to appendix B. Fig. 7 shows the mIoU achieved by the segmentation model against percentage of dataset labeled used to train the model. All the active learning methods outperform random sampling (RAND). Our method achieves a better performance than all other methods for the same percentage of labeled data. On ScanNet, with just 17% labeled data, we are able to obtain an mIoU of 27.7%. This is around 95% of the model performance achieved when trained over the whole dataset (28.9%) on ScanNet dataset. The method that comes closest to ours (RMCDR) achieves the same performance with 27% data. We outperform other methods on SceneNet-RGBD and Matterport3D dataset as well, where we achieve 95% of maximum model performance with just 7% and 24% labeled data respectively, while the runner-up method does so with 14% and 33% data on the respective datasets. The results are presented in tabular form in appendix D.
Evaluation on Labeling Effort
The previous experiment compared active learning performance as a function of proportion labeled data used for training. However, it gives no indication of the effort involved in labeling that data. In order to give a clear indication of the actual effort involved, we compare the time taken to annotate images to the time taken to annotate superpixels.
Since the majority of selections made by our approach have just a single ground truth label associated with them ( Fig. 8) , it is expected that they will require less labeling time. We verified this in a user study, where we asked users to label 50 images and their equivalent 2000 superpixels (40 superpixels per image) selected from the ScanNet dataset. The images were labeled using a LabelMe [39]-like interface, LabelBox 1 , while superpixels were labeled using a superpixel-based interface, which allowed boundary corrections. We made sure that the quality of labels for both images and superpixels was comparable (0.953 mIoU) and acceptable (0.926 and 0.916 mIoU against ground-truth, respectively). Further, to reduce the variance in time due to user proficiency, we made sure that an image and its respective superpixels were labeled by the same user.
It took our annotators 271 minutes to annotate 50 images, while it took them just 202 minutes to annotate their superpixels, therefore bringing down the time by 25% and demonstrating that using superpixels indeed reduces labeling effort. Fig. 9 compares performance of our active learning as a function of labeling effort involved, taking into account the reduction in effort due to superpixel-wise labeling. Effort here is measured in terms of time, with 1% effort being equivalent to the time taken to annotation 1% of data using a LabelMe-like interface. Our method achieves 95% Figure 7 : Active learning performance for our method and other baselines. The horizontal solid line (p100) at the top represents model performance with the entire training set labeled. The dashed line (p95) represents 95% of that performance. We observe that our method outperforms all other methods and is able to achieve 95% of maximum model performance with just 7%, 17% and 24% labeled data on SceneNet-RGBD [29] , ScanNet [9] , and Matterport3D [3] datasets. Note that we omit the results with the seed set here since all methods have the same performance on it. Figure 8 : Distribution of number of unique ground truth classes in selections made by different approaches. The majority of the selections made by our superpixel approach have only a single ground truth label in them. Compared to the fixed window approach which has an expected 1.83 unique classes per selection, our approach has 1.40 expected classes per selection. Here, the average number of pixels per window and per superpixel was taken to be the same.
maximum model performance with just 13% effort, compared to 27% effort by the runner-up method on the Scan-Net dataset.
Ablation Studies
Effect of view entropy in isolation. In order to show that view entropy provides a helpful signal for active selection, we evaluate the performance of a non-regional variant (i.e., no superpixel selection) without the use of MC dropout or Figure 9 : mIoU vs Labeling Effort on the ScanNet dataset. One unit of effort is the expected time taken to label 1% of the dataset using a LabelMe [39]-like interface. Our method delivers 95% of maximum model performance while requiring only 13% effort. view divergence. In this case, P (u,v) i (c) from Eq. 14 is just the softmax probability of the network (instead of average across MC dropout runs). That means that images are only selected on the basis of the view entropy score (Section 3.2.1), which is averaged across all pixels of the image. Fig. 10 shows that view entropy in isolation significantly helps selection while outperforming both RAND and ENT methods. Effect of superpixels. We evaluate the effect of using superpixel selection in combination with view entropy scores. In Fig. 11 , the curve ViewAL(VE+Spx) shows the effectiveness of selecting superpixels rather than entire images. Active learning performance significantly improves as superpixel-based region selection facilitates focus only on high scoring regions while ignoring less relevant ones.
Effect of using MC dropout. Instead of using the plain softmax probabilities as in the last two paragraphs, we use MC dropout to get an estimate of class probabilities as shown in Eq. 14. The curve ViewAL(VE+Spx+MCDR) in Fig. 11 shows that using MC dropout improves active learning performance by a considerable margin. This can be explained by MC dropout providing a better estimate of class posteriors than just using simple softmax probabilities.
Effect of using view divergence. Finally, we add view divergence score (Section 3.2.2), giving us our complete method.
View divergence helps select the view for a superpixel with the most different classwise probability distribution from the rest of views that superpixel appears in. It further improves the active learning performance of our method as shown by the curve ViewAL(VE+Spx+MCDR+VD) in Fig. 11 . Figure 11 : Ablation study of our method: ViewAL(VE) is our method without superpixels, MC dropout, and view divergence. When superpixels are used for selection over entire images, we see significant improvements as shown by the curve ViewAL(VE+Spx). Adding MC dropout improves performance further as indicated by ViewAL(VE+Spx+MCDR). Our final method, ViewAL(VE+Spx+MCDR+VD) improves over this further by adding view divergence.
Conclusions
We have introduced ViewAL 2 , a novel active learning method for semantic segmentation that leverages inconsistencies in prediction across views as a measure of uncertainty. In addition to a new view entropy score, we propose to use regional selection in the form of superpixels, which we incorporate in a unified active learning strategy. This allows us to acquire labels for only the most promising areas of the images and at the same time reduce the labeling effort. While we have shown results on widely-used indoor datasets, our method is agnostic to the respective multiview representation, and can easily be applied to a wide range of scenarios. In our experiments, cross projections used for making associations between the pixels required depths and poses. These can alternatively be obtained by using structure from motion/multi-view stereo methods like COLMAP [42, 43] . Currently, our focus is on semantic segmentation; however, we believe that this work provides a highly promising research avenue towards other tasks in computer vision, including instance segmentation, object detection, activity understanding, or even visual-language embeddings. 
A. Dataset Statistics
We evaluate our approach on three public datasets, SceneNet-RGBD [30, 29] , ScanNet [9] , and Matter-port3D [3] . SceneNet-RGBD is a synthetic dataset containing large-scale photorealistic renderings of indoor scene trajectories, with around 5M RGBD frames. ScanNet contains around 2.5M views in 1513 real indoor scenes. Matter-port3D has around 200K RGBD views for 90 real buildingscale scenes. We use a subset of images, as highlighted in Table 1 , since active learning iterations on the entire datasets would be too expensive in terms of compute. 
B. Baseline Active Learning Methods
We compare our method against popular uncertainty and diversity based active learning approaches found in the literature. Here, we give a brief overview of these approaches. In terms of notation, D U is the unlabeled dataset, D L is the currently labeled dataset, M is the total number of target classes, K is the number of images from D U requested to be labeled in each active selection iteration, n goes over pixels for image i and θ SEG are the parameters of the segmentation network.
Random Selection (RAND) In random selection, in each active selection iteration, the next query for K samples is composed of randomly selected samples from the unlabeled dataset.
Softmax Confidence (CONF) The least confidence approach discussed in [47] can be adapted to deep convolutional networks by using softmax probability of the most probable class as confidence [56] . This selection strategy then selects the least K confident samples from D U as the next query. For semantic segmentation, we calculate confidence for each pixel and use the sum across pixels as the confidence for the image. For each image i, the confidence score is therefore given by Eq. 10, and K least scoring samples are selected for label acquisition.
Softmax Margin (MAR) Similar to CONF, this approach [41] ranks all the samples in order of the difference of softmax probabilities of the most probable label (j 1 ) and the second most probable label (j 2 ), and chooses the K samples which have the least difference (Eq. 11) [56]. The idea is that samples for which the network has a small margin between the top predictions means that the network is very uncertain between the two.
Softmax Entropy (ENT) In the case of semantic segmentation, the entropy value for each pixel in the image is summed to get the entropy score for the whole image (Eq. 12).
Entropy takes into account probabilities of all classes unlike CONF, which considers most probable class or MAR, which only considers the top two most probable classes.
CEAL Entropy (CEAL) CEAL [56] combines CONF, MAR, ENT methods with pseudo-labeling in their active learning framework. We only compare with their ENT variant since the results are quite identical for all the other measures. At the end of each active selection iteration, they propose not only adding samples labeled by the oracle, but also high confidence samples from D U for which softmax entropy is less than the threshold δ. For these samples, the assigned labels are the predicted ones by the current model. The idea behind pseudo-labeling is that since the high confidence samples are close to the labeled samples in CNNs feature space, adding them in training is a reasonable data augmentation for CNN to learn robust features. Further, as the active iteration increase, the number of samples selected for pseudo-labeling increases since the network gets more and more confident. To prevent high amounts of pseudolabeling, the threshold is decreased at the end of each selection iteration. Our implementation of CEAL only assigns pseudo-labels at pixel level instead of image level to account for locality of segmentation task.
Monte Carlo Dropout (MCDR) It has been argued in [13] that vanilla deep learning models rarely represent model uncertainty, and softmax entropy is not really a good measure of uncertainty. Instead of softmax probabilities [14] use Monte Carlo (MC) dropout to estimate model uncertainty.
where p M C is given by
with D being the total number of MC Dropout runs.
Regional MC Dropout (RMCDR) Proposed for semantic segmentation in [27] , it follows the same approach as MCDR. However, instead of calculating scores for whole images, scores are calculated for fixed-size regions. The selection algorithm is then selecting as many highest entropy regions as it takes to make up K images. The original method of [27] uses Vote Entropy [8] , however we use MC Dropout since it gives slightly better results. Further, the method of [27] uses cost estimates regressed from annotator click patterns, which we dont use since these are not available for any of the datasets we evaluate on.
Maximum Representativeness (MREP) Unlike the other approaches discussed until now which were only uncertainty based, MREP is a mixed approach that combines uncertainty and diversity. This method, proposed in [59] first choose points that are highly uncertain. From among these points, it further chooses points that best represent the rest of distribution based on some similarity measure. In our implementation, vote entropy is first used to select 2K samples, and then K most representative samples amongst those are selected to be labeled. We use the Euclidean norm for the similarity measure.
Core-Set Selection (CSET) Core-Set [45] is a purely diversity-based approach. The method aims to select a subset of K points such that the model trained on a subset of the points is competitive for the rest of the points. The K samples selected are the ones that have the smallest δ for the δ cover of the set. This means that the algorithm seeks to minimize the maximum distance between sample x i in the remaining unlabeled dataset and its closest neighbor x j in the selected subset. We use the simple greedy selection strategy proposed in [45] as it performs only slightly worse than the robust version. 
C. Performance with Imperfect Depth and Pose
Here we evaluate the performance of our method when the ground truth depth and pose are not available, i.e. only RGB frames are available. In such a case, one alternative for making associations between pixels across frames is to use structure from motion/multi-view stereo methods. We use COLMAP [42, 43] to first reconstruct the scenes from RGB frames and obtain depth and camera parameters. We use 5 scenes from ScanNet [9] for this. We keep to just 5 scenes as the time taken to reconstruct a scene using COLMAP is quite long, and since here we only want to compare the performance using ground truth depth and pose against reconstructions, these should be sufficient. We use 1000 frames from each scene, and split the total 5000 frames into 2000 training (unlabeled), 1000 validation and 2000 test frames.
The seed set has 100 fully labeled frames. Each selection iteration chooses 100 more frames (or equivalent superpixels) from the training set to be labeled. We compare against random selection (RAND) and the variant of our method that uses true pose and depth (ViewAL(TRUE)). Fig. 12 shows the results for this experiment. We observe that our method which uses reconstructed depth and pose still outperforms the RAND baseline and performs only slightly worse than the variant using true depth and poses.
D. Result Tables
Due to limited space in the main paper, we present the experimental results here in tabular form. Table 2, Table 3 , Table 4 list results for all the methods we compared on SceneNet-RGBD [29] , ScanNet [9] and Matterport3D [3] datasets. Table 5 reports results for the ablation study.
